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Poetry 

Alan Botsford 

amamaist meditation 

 

a perfect world, etymologically speaking,   

would already be extinct before our uttering   

it , what, into existence? thus is beyond   

our Imagining (such spectacular displays   

of non-imagining notwithstanding).   

but note: were it not for this imperfect world,   

uncalled for yet hereby claimed—   

from the as-yet-to-be grasped colossal havoc of   

the winged mind to the as-yet-to-be-released   

quiet calm of the grounded body—  

how else blooms the ineffable?   

mailto:botsfordalan@gmail.com
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(LUMMOX JOURNAL 2003) 

 

 

amamaist wilderness 

Silence in which one pitches one’s tent—be 

our timeless frontier! See 

the ragged emptiness of words building the poem up 

like a campfire around which we 

may sit, cross-legged, its gorgeous embers 

shooting wildly up into the blackness 

          of stars. 

 

Silence in which one now takes a short hike—steady 

this din of our ethicless brain 

which threatens with every newly turned phrase 

to be found lost in the wood 

          of your labyrinthine way. 

 

Silence, silence . . . Once inside of you, 

to name a thing is joy. To speak 

the name of a thing is joy. To hear 

spoken the name of a thing is joy. 

For you, silence, aren’t you 

but the real name for 

the ten-thousand things? 

 

(UMBRELLA A Journal of Poetry and Kindred Prose Winter2008-2009) 
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the future of science & technology 

taking the measure of nature's suffering, 

what despair looks like (like waitin' 

on the levy for your ship to come in, in a sea that died)-- 

Power Rangers, toxic avengers, poetry generators, 

spiritual janitors, and old and new language-agers' long overdue 

for a reality check, show 

their feelings about lawless opportunities 

turning memory 

into travesty, 

a sorry mess (touch this nerve). 

yes, man's inhumanity  

is brutal. death 

takes no holiday in this 

cautionary tale in which the peace 

you've found within says, "it is my ambition to help you write 

the bleakest and blackest crime ever" 

so it's time, you think, to get involved, 

for "why is this an issue of emergency management? 

it's an accident, isn't it?" just won't wash. 

sure, the unknown is speaking: read 

its intentions (big surprise awaits experience!) 

but as for inspirational comebacks, how's 

"I look at myself and see you"? or 

"if you save my life, you'll owe me yours."? 

meanwhile, seeds  

continue exodus... 

--letting go, never easy 

   

                (OFF COURSE LITERARY JOURNALIssue #35, Fall 2008) 
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                  amamaist (role) model 

Caught up in the moment is not a place to be 

Feeling like forever but it‟s for real,  

For you‟re still here, being none  

Other than who you (think you) are 

Or (thought you) were, paying no mind  

To the boom or bust anywhere but here,  

Sponsored by nobody while everybody 

Is breathing life into who you are  

Pressing the flesh of this text into,  

Not sinking to any depths but showing  

You belong in a motion that blows  

Its horn on moral terms, hitting  

The right notes for that elusive return 

To ambivalence which comes out  

To take you by surprise, like a draft  

Of history rewritten one word at a time,  

And which enables you to speak with an edge,  

Converting energy into business drummed up,  

Or dreamed up, on the catwalk of time. 

                       (OFF COURSE LITERARY JOURNALIssue #35, Fall 2008) 
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                        amamaist effort 

Out-of-sorts peace rebel (how much proof will be enough?) choosing to reduce his life 

to essentials--the people he loves, and music--practices the spooky art of trading 

places (Don‟t worry about it, I‟ll pay for the wedding)in which where you‟d least 

expect it silence is linked in memory to the rebirth that binds 

humanity and gives peace new meaning (What chance does one have here, he 

wonders, of convincing doubters?). But still, liking what he sees in a landscape of 

solitude, where playing up the role of little guy doing time in the mirror (Turnaround 

not yet at hand) is another steamy love story that doesn‟t end, like the fairy tale, 

except with the words „Just married‟ being a thankless but necessary effort worth an 

honest try. 

  

     (OFF COURSE LITERARY JOURNALIssue #35, Fall 2008) 

 

Dirt 

 

What dirt is ever cheap to the dead 

Who dwell there, who having paid so dear to lay 

Their claim and stake their share on bootsoles 

To come, those who will mulch the soil 

By their far-fated strides proceeding from 

Another time before a mud-conjuring rain 

Wipes the slate clean, when Adam 

For his bride‟s sake rises up and 
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Molds out of clay his divine and divining Eve. 

 

 (STICKMAN REVIEW Vol. 8, No. 6) 

 

Seed 

 

Anybody can see the seed of change: 

It curls, fern-like, out from under 

Every moment, a tongue, a feather, 

A flame lifting into the air, 

Its presence, like a loaf of bread, 

Rising to every occasion. And into 

The soil of wherever it is, it puts down 

Roots like fingertips… before bunching 

Like a fist into a budding revolution. 

 

 (STICKMAN REVIEW Vol. 8, No. 6) 
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amamaist compass 

 

Where the day wanders under the shadow of déjà vu 

The surprised look on the face of greeting, again! 

 

Where the spirit flows from moment to moment 

The hand of another unabashedly touching yours  

 

Where the surrendering pulls you to its level, 

The pain looking you in the eye 

 

Where the breath releases its meaning 

Into the moment falling 

 

What is being said never 

To undo the life that’s been led 

 

Where the birds sit on the branches singing 

The tree growing inward and spreading through the veins 

 

Where the pulsing is felt 
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The blood runs and runs 

 

Across the sky where the clouds have gathered 

In the darkening air and silence stirs 

 

Where the voice you hear of dream approaching 

Is where the birds have gone 

           (THE CENTRIFUGAL EYE POETRY JOURNAL  Feb. 2009 Vol. 4,  Iss. 1) 

 

 

Translating Myself 

A writer's biography is in his twists of language. 

—Joseph Brodsky 

 

If Asian-Americans why not American-Asians?—our dumbstruck into being is the 

only way to describe it. Having made a change of scenery our life, we've been like 

one secretly hoping for an invitation to the big dance ever since. But to be taking 

lessons from the cosmos, in pain and in joy, is to learn how to walk the dizzying 

edge between two worlds—how, for instance, to enter a house shoeless like a 

ghost; how, whenever you read, to read from finish to start; how to eat words—still 

wriggling and writhing in your mouth—raw, and with a nod of your head to look 

for the next sentence to be complete; and how in others you meet, you bow to the 

newness you meet in yourself...  

 

 

                                                            2 
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Now, under pressure from lip service, it's time you offered leeway to join forces on 

this trail of lost loot, and our money's on... (an idea on hold) ...finding patterns by 

the numbers, perhaps? or more likely by going deep within, past perpetual 

ambiguity and bewilderment, to tantalizingly momentary certainty. 

 

 

                                                            3  

 

This quest for simplicity (virtually anything but) faces an identity hurdle. You're 

scrambling on board the historical record—ephemeral, yes—for fear of making 

excuses obsolete... 

 

 

                                                            4 

 

It's the life and times of your words, anyhow—you are put under their taxing to be 

spread like a cornucopia of big gains, taken with a grain of salt! These quicker 

connections show a bit of mercy, togetherness, attitude and flair, all pulling 

inward. But what should we make of this?—wary of change, move baffles 

analysts, but the growth habit is catching on— 

 

 

                                                            5 

 

'Let's have revolutions that let people talk' looks to have less say, for the 

celebration it once was. You're looking past the rewards on arrival, the hard work 

getting home can be, and look to an opening for 'Made in Japan,' for reflections on 

a tranquil back street... 
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                                                            6 

 

Sure, you would have woken up to reality's challenge long ago if only you'd had 

(the way everyone seems to) a precise knowledge of the past. Now you're waiting 

for the future to move on, to where speech is the flow of soul and where we're all 

just passing through (though passions run high). 

 

 

                                                            7 

 

...is 'perfect' better than 'flawless'? ...is it true, dogs 'innate' cats? Best to stop trying 

to teach yourself the answers. If a book can be a treasure box, we'll always be 

neighbors. 

 

                                                            8  

 

Learning how to submit to the precious and strange is the way we love to love: 

time remaining—another 8 billion years! What's to keep yourself for, anyway? 

Once you lose everything, it's O.K.—to be "immersed in sound that defies time and 

narrative structure" is the only goal now. Here—less than one—you don't have to 

decide anything knowing the body itself is the proper approach, and strength in its 

innovative love and joy is what you find. 

 

 

                                                            9 

 

You're close to closing a deal with the long term, wondering if you can deliver, 

wondering who you'll be making friends with on the road. The message from the 

maze?—still sound—(but a real lion's just another twist on lone wolf, look at your 

using focus to speak out, how learning to adjust lightens one's burden). 
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                                                            10 

 

An upbeat tone follows sounding off—even if some of us just love to hate, here it's 

always soul-searching time. After all, doesn't milk sound like a miracle?  

 

 

                                                            11 

 

O heart the sea we ride on not knowing light from darkness, nor contracting from 

expanding... The pod with seed bursts open and spreads and lifts up not to heaven 

but to memory where are reborn the Names spoken into the unappeasable void. I in 

dialogue with it now aspire to a new place in time and in space, remembered 

foremost as over-stepped and under wraps, transcending habits of thought and 

constellating into the life of a new language being spoken and being heard forever 

becoming what it is and what it will be.  

 

                                                            12  

 

Crows, teach me your blackness sound. Path, be the grass we wend our way around 

that butterflies, white and fluttering, alight on. Voices of children marking the 

distance traveled, double-back to excursions not yet gone on. Bird, unseen, I won't 

run out from under your song but, like a fly in the sun, will bask in this sensing I 

belong. Lizard on the path conjured as if by a wish, delicately climb bamboo-stalks 

heavenward then vanish. Tree trunk I'm mistaken for, fortify this dwelling to 

recognize my world by. Squirrels hopping from branch to branch of the trees, show 

me what movement's like when free. Ant crawling this page's edge, clung to like an 

anchor to the deep, stay, play until when I lay me down to sleep. Spider on the 

post, or is that fly, adhere to a hardness wood would praise, half on earth half in 

sky. Then day, let dove winging above me before disappearing from sight, be 

talisman of passing vision's oncoming night. Infant crying whose face I cannot see, 
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still your fears to let gently what becomes you, be. 

 

If I pray, air, to breathe you in and out once more, let valves of my heart open and 

close as motions of a creaturely door bee-buzzed past my ear whose outline 

morning with its ant-seething ground draws here: where says bird with red-berry in 

its beak—He takes walks and lets talk of day make hay with shadow the silence 

seeks, while a yellow-tailed dragonfly, first my head anointing, lands beside me, 

eyes green in the sun reconnoitering. 

 

 

                                                            13 

 

The writer, upon waking up, thinks: Everything I do is a translation from 

somewhere, I don't know where, so I prefer to tell my story with as little violence 

as possible (is it possible?). I will write these lines from that place where I will 

someday die, and be reborn—I know now—so let the light growing steadier with 

age become, like the spark in these depths, an opened eye! 

                        (CORTLAND REVIEW,  SUMMER 2013 Translation Issue) 
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The Mermaid 

 

The mermaid captured mute 

Tells her story of silence. 

We build a cathedral of listening 

To catch the echoes of what 

She says. Buried cathedrals deep 

In the sea under the sea. It’s 

Twice as meaningful at half 

The price, for hers is a currency 

Of absence that embraces silence 

And waits for the perspective to change. 

We haven’t the means to understand 

Her only mirroring her. 

I swim the length of incomprehension 

To see her reflection in my words. 

 

                  (POETRY PACIFIC  August 2014) 
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Word for you 

        

what word for you hits 

a nerve 

what word for you opens 

a vein 

what word for you is 

a rush 

what word for you blows 

your mind 

what word for you slows 

it down 

to get 

around 

and around 

what word for you before 

getting heard 

is 

a lesson learned 

what word for you, hard- 

earned, hits 

home 
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what word for you is 

your “holy shit!” 

what word for you cases 

the joint before 

making its point 

what word for you holds 

itself back 

while you know it 

has your back 

what word for you is 

before after 

 
                   (POETRY PACIFIC  August 2014) 

 

Poem 

 

There‟s a concrete 

Slab with a 

Seedling sprouting through: 

That‟s you. 

There‟s a pair 

Of pals in their 

Natural habitat: 
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That‟s laughter. 

There‟s a runner 

Racing by you 

To the finish line: 

That‟s fine. 

There‟s a peace 

You‟ll never see 

The full measure of: 

That‟s love. 

There‟s a feeling 

That the other 

Shoe never fits: 

That fits. 

Don‟t worry. 

There‟s a change 

In the heir 

That‟ll soon be read: 

Enough said. 

 

                        (POETRY PACIFIC  August 2014) 
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amamaist journey 

 

The word I heard 

Hurt. 

 

The word I said 

Fed. 

 

The word I felt 

Dealt. 

 

The word I saw 

Was law. 

 

The word I remembered 

Lifted as a bird. 

 

The word I sang 

Gave wings. 

 

The word I loved 

Stood neither below nor above. 

 

The word I entered 

Tempered me  

 

And took me everywhere 

The sound of the temple bell went. 

 

      (POETRY PACIFIC  December 2012) 
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deep 

 

Nobody wants to go down 

There. The pearl 

Mirage all but  

Faded from view. 

Fathoms of an ocean muddied 

With oil slicks, garbage, and soap 

Detergent churning suds ashore 

On waves of desire, 

Tides of longing, as breath conspires to be held 

Long enough for the blood 

To go coursing, palpable pressure 

In the veins felt, until… 

Oxygen surges back into your moon-split lungs.  

 

                 (POETRY PACIFIC  December 2012) 

 

 

 

I Shot the Poet 

 

Shot him in the foot 

Now he can’t walk 

Shot him in the chin 

Now he can’t talk 

Shot him in the groin 

Now he can’t take 

The ladies for a spin 

Shot him in the shoulder 

Now he can’t carry 

The world around any longer 
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Shot him in the eye 

Now he wears a patch 

Shot him in the back 

Now he’s slow to trust 

Or become too attached 

Shot him in the heart 

Look at his dust 

All got up and never, 

No, never out-classed. 

 

                 (POETRY PACIFIC  December 2012) 

 

 

amamaist terrorism 

 

 

       You don't have to lead someone down a garden path  

             …to lead them down a garden path. 

 

       You don't have to push someone to a wall  

             …to push them to a wall. 

 

       You don't have to breathe down someone’s neck 

             …to breathe down their neck. 
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       You don’t have to spit in someone’s eye 

             …to spit in their eye. 

 

       You don't have to box someone in    

            …to box them in. 

 

       You don't have to jump all over someone  

             …to jump all over them. 

 

       You don't have to twist someone’s arm 

             …to twist their arm. 

 

       You don’t have to hit someone below the belt 

             …to hit them below the belt. 

 

       You don’t have to put someone’s nose out of joint 

             …to put their nose out of joint. 

 

       You don't have to knock the wind out of someone 

             …to knock the wind out of them. 

 

       You don't have to bring someone to their knees 
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             …to bring him to their knees.  

 

       You don't have to drag someone through the mud  

             …to drag them through the mud. 

 

    You don’t have to draw someone’s blood 

             …to draw his blood. 

 

       You don't have to stick a knife in someone’s back  

             …to stick a knife in their back. 

 

       You don't have to cut someone’s throat 

             …to cut their throat. 

 

       You don’t have to hack someone up in pieces 

             …to hack them up in pieces. 

 

       You don't, no, you don’t have to create bloody murder     

                    --alas--   

             …to create bloody murder.  

 

 (Mi’Te, No. 130 2015) 
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amamaist heat 

i was thrown into the white heat, the tumult and trial, 

the ferment and turmoil, the flurry and disorder. 

i was convulsed by and floundered in 

the shivering and shuddering, 

i ebbed and flowed, i waxed and waned, 

i pumped in the swinging and fluctuating 

to quiver in the sway 

and flit in the pulse. 

i pitched and plunged, i bobbed and weaved, 

i tossed and tumbled from pillar to post, 

side to side, round and round, in and out, up and down, 

and now the ardor of the cheerful fire has me crackling, 

thermally loose in the burning and fully alive in the blooming, 

the blush of dawn, the glisten of night 

gleaming and blazing in my blood, 

gossamer and solid are the circuits of my heart. 

 

                   (MASCARA LITERARY REVIEW  APRIL 7, 2015 )  

 

 

amamaist shot 

The brain shot through 

With Eros 

Has a mind of its own 

Were it opened for business 

Where the heart shot through 

With Eros 

Is the lion among us 
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Alive and well 

Fiercely loyal to 

No bottom line but its own 

Mystery 

Like 

The stomach shot through 

With Eros 

Hungry for Otherness while 

The intestine shot through 

With Eros 

Absorbs the lessons 

 

                    (MASCARA LITERARY REVIEW  APRIL 7, 2015 ) 

 

 

 

 

mamaist drops (1) 

 

  

Time is father’s 

 

Nose to the ground. 

 

Space is mother’s 

 

Sweat off her brow. 

 

When together they 

 

Lie in each other’s arms, 
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Poems happen– 

 

We are the needle 

 

In the haystack 

 

Of their love. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Hanging the nail on the wall 

 

Of all is his crucifixion. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Death be not proud, he 

 

Says, and peeks 

 

Under the shroud. 

 

  

 

Here, though, the grace 
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Note is a human 

 

Being 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

The lion’s mouth is no place to prattle 

 

When the lion’s share is more listenable in silence. 

 

  

 

(In defeat, abundance. 

 

In solitude, friends.) 

 

  

 

(Deep space 

 

Deepens time) 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Just a book? 
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Just a look? 

 

People have died 

 

From a look 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

I’m an ex-word 

 

I was spoken once, and 

 

I was all 

 

That was needed 

 

To be said. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

I’ve been hiding 

 

Under my mind 

 

But now I’m ready 
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To sell the 

 

Idea of where 

 

I went. 

 

__ 

 

  

 

Shot to death by 

 

The sound of a word, 

 

He flat-lined his 

 

Way back into Being, 

 

As the birthday 

 

Of your future. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Slow growth’s victory 

 

In the fast lane. 

 

What’s transitory 
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Is time’s gain. 

 

 

__ 

 

  

 

Load up time 

 

With memories 

 

And the stowaway 

 

Is always art, 

 

Hidden away in the steerage 

 

Until out in the open seas. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Dad’s debt he 

 

Owed the Dead 

 

Games life 

 

With strife. 
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Mom’s bent is home 

 

To which she comes 

 

Each night, unspent. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Pulling magic out of a hat? 

 

Grab it! says one. 

 

Rob it! says another. 

 

Did you say wabbit? says still another. 

 

Ribbitt, I say, for the hope of 

 

The world. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Harmony is a thing of the past. 
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Golden is the present. 

 

While meaning is 

 

What the future does. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

Like birds in winter, 

 

How do they know 

 

It’s time for them to go 

 

  

 

For fear there is still 

 

Too much fear in the air. 

 

Come out of these words, come out 

 

Count on our own flesh 

 

And blood to be 

 

In the garden. 
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__ 

 

  

 

Petrified, the cuts running deep, 

 

I see the wound-image 

 

In my mind’s eye. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

The music the wind plays 

 

Might twang like a plucked 

 

String of a harp, or groan 

 

Like a cello, but this time 

 

The wind plays it by heart, 

 

Night and day only a 

 

Breath apart. 

 

  

 

__ 
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The crow’s perch 

 

Is limited by 

 

The eagle’s eye. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

He became a rock 

 

In the road, smoothed 

 

By a thousand steps, kicked 

 

Eventually into a ditch 

 

Where he was picked up 

 

And used in a wall 

 

That stood a thousand years. 

 

  

 

__ 
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You’re right, life 

 

Doesn’t start 

 

In the body. 

 

Hunger originates 

 

In the heart 

 

Of existence 

 

If existence has 

 

A heart. 

 

It is ours 

 

To follow 

 

As our pilot. 

 

It goes out, 

 

Out goes 

 

Our light. 

 

  

 

__ 
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In all my days of heart 

 

It still doesn’t make any more 

 

Sense—art or no art. 

 

To muddle through 

 

I’ve learned, however, 

 

Takes art. 

 

  

 

__ 

 

  

 

What mothering instinct 

 

Isn’t soon fathered in ink? 

 

 

 (POETRY KANTO 2015 No. 31) 
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mamaist drops (2) 

 

  

 

 Let the salamander outrun 

 

 Night’s opening door; 

 

 Cast your own shadow in 

 

 The flame of morning. 

 

                                __ 

 

 While you’re going all the 

 

 Way from heaven to hell, 

 

 Stop in and see me sometime, 

 

 Said the canary to the cat. 

 

                                __ 

 

  

 

 The fetus curl he slept in 

 

 On cold nights warmed 

 

 The heart of his death 

 

 Which he kept watch over 
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 In his dreams. 

 

                                __ 

 

What does a daisy give? 

 

A daisy gives a fig. 

 

The lotus, though, blossoms 

 

From the inside out, true to itself. 

 

                                __ 

  

Salve is the best boon 

 

Money can’t buy. 

 

                                __ 

 

The end of now 

 

Begins now. 

 

                                __ 

 

I sought to wed 

 

Dream and poetry 

 

To make both true. 
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                                __ 

 

For fathers go forward 

 

Where mothers go backward: thus 

 

A word is born. 

 

                                __ 

 

A word that crowd-surfs its way to center stage 

 

To be seen and heard, is obeying not the word of law 

 

But the law of words. 

 

                                __ 

 

There was once upon the time the end. 

 

Now before after, is just after. 

 

                                __ 

 

Own your own 

 

 –is it or isn’t it?— 

 

                                __ 

 

With the body in mind, 
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I mind the body. 

 

                                __ 

 

Beyond control but tantalizingly watchable 

 

Is the subconscious. 

 

                                __ 

 

Past makes present commodify the future 

 

Bought and sold in the marketplace of sound. 

 

                                __ 

 

 Alphabet soup and humble pie dished out 

 

 To the budding poets of the world won’t deter 

 

 Their appetite for life and glory. 

 

                                __ 

 

 

Steamrolled into politics, I’ve discovered 

 

Depths lying beneath the pavement of stars. 

 

                                __ 

 

The taproot of the poet is spine plus pain, in equal measure. 
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The heaviness lifts with each letter written down. 

 

 

  (POETRY KANTO 2015 No. 31) 

 

 

mamaist drops (3) 

 

  

 

There are no depths. Appearance is the summary of phenomenae. 

— Joseph Brodsky 

 

  

 

Sleep has a roundness I 

 

Dwell in 

 

And a soundness I am 

 

Found in 

 

Well and truly on 

 

mornings like this 

 

Did you expect how beautiful it would be 
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Not to slip away, 

 

But to stay 

 

Even if at times brokenly, reluctantly 

 

On this heart-centered 

 

Path leading you on your way 

 

To the whole 

 

Body of our lived sleep? 

 

  

__ 

 

 

this is the inside 

 

that fought like hell to get out 

 

this is the split hair 

 

that won’t go away 

 

this is the way of the w/hole in the heart 

 

like the sky before rain 

 

this is the trial 

 

of the right to be long 
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sin short, this is the more 

 

of the less I’ll say 

 

slipping the noose of what is known 

 

makes this what it is– the cusp 

 

between before and after 

 

this is the light 

 

of night retreating into day 

 

  

__ 

 

 

you come 

 

down here 

 

to mirror what’s 

 

up 

 

lots of birds today, 

 

every which way 

 

songs behind and in 

 

front of me, indoor 
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songs and outdoor songs 

 

heard 

 

not on the run but on 

 

foot nonetheless, ever so and 

 

so like a 

 

wish already flown 

 

away, like the crow saying, 

 

―Hey, wait 

 

For me!‖ 

 

in a sky full today 

 

of other 

 

crows. 

 

  

__ 

 

  

So help me, then, 

 

As death above 

 

And below drones on… 
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We all compete 

 

To become a judge, 

 

Or at least for a better 

 

Hotel room. 

 

In the annals of day to day folly 

 

The voices heard rankle 

 

The smoothness of our convictions 

 

Of what is divine 

 

Or sacred 

 

Or just 

 

What we know goes flat 

 

Against a pavement of stone 

 

Unless rain 

 

Can roundly restore 

 

What pours through the heart 

 

Passing for the color 

 

Red. 
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  (POETRY KANTO 2015 No. 31) 

 

 

 

Antaeus in the modern world 

 
   

Antaeus bearing the world up 

 

On his strong shoulders doesn’t notice 

 

The ants in column after column 

 

Marching up his legs from the ground 

 

Beneath his feet. He would have sung 

 

His anthem to the sky had he but time, 

 

But since that was running short, he 

 

Stood his ground holding up the world, 

 

For the hoot the owl at night gave… 

 

  

 

 

Little Bo-Peep finds his way 
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Through the bramble bushes of power. 

 

He better than most knows the late hour, 

 

He who can undo the fragment 

 

And paste wholeness in a word. 

 

It’s what we do now, he thinks, 

 

The reign of terror all around him 

 

While, in cold silence, he blinks. 

 

(And you know wherever he goes, 

 

The lawyers aren’t far behind.) 

 

  

 

The weight gravity gives him 

 

Is not his own, the cup of coffee 

 

He delights in under the canopy 

 

Of officialdom has his blood 

 

Racing at a slow boil, as Brother Ant 

 

Spells ―great‖ J-O-H-N. Hello, John. 

 

It’s not these and it’s not those, he adds. 
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The Father who’s come to see the gift 

 

Not to be exploited but to be loved 

 

(as heads nod off to sleep, if not 

 

in agreement, thinking to themselves: 

 

―I wish never to die alone.‖) 

 

  

 

Is he going to be here another five 

 

Years, they’re all wondering. Woof-woof 

 

Comes an answer, heard through an open 

 

Window from far away. His magic 

 

Masters neither time nor space, not 

 

Even the expression on his rival’s 

 

Face. No, the magic he wields, wanes. 

 

  

 

While the Mrs. sits at home 

 

Pounding the table yelling ―More!‖ 

 

Able to state the obvious 
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In a not so devious fashion. David 

 

Bowie, meanwhile, shags his next 

 

Lover backstage, the concert over 

 

And done with, a memory made 

 

Skin on skin for a future tall tale 

 

That grows smaller with each telling. 

 

Who’d do me this way, were his last 

 

Words, not even the silence would answer… 

 

 

                         (POETRY KANTO 2015 No. 31) 
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FromOnly the dead have seen the end of war 

 

 

i 

 

Alan wags his tail and takes a bite-sized chunk 

Out of the world, our Rover, Red Rover a true 

And loyal friend for which, sir, I am amazed, 

If not appalled by what you’ve had to come through, 

An obstacle course courtesy of us Japanese 

That no gaijin navigates painlessly. It appears 

The price paid a fearful one, but luck of the draw 

Has protected you somehow. We bend our knee 

To the holiness of the endeavor. Who shall see 

The invisible territory so clearly as you do? 

We poets must stick together, whatever 

Our language. You’ve shown us how. 

Oshiete kudasai, ne? 
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-- Nov. 2014 

 

 

 

ii 

 

The infiltrating tourist-poet, footloose 

In Japan, gone too soon, lost to 

The mountaintop volcano he visited 

In the south, the seeker of movement, 

Excitement and danger. He took his 

Chances climbing, he made a name 

For himself rhyming. A story he lived 

But never quite finished, or at least not 

On a grace note anyway. Instead, lost 

One night near the summit, never to 

Come back down the slope again, alive. 

He’s part of other people’s unfinished 

Stories now, they recount moments 

Or sing of passing encounters with this 

Poet. He snapped the book shut on his story. 

Now we must remember him. His last 
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Day alive he fell in love 

With an edge or ledge he never saw. 

 

(i.m. American poet Craig Arnold, lost in Yakushima, Japan April, 27 2009.)  

--Dec. 2014 

 

 

iii 

 

Alan you speak of stone-cold but what’s old 

Gets sold, and we’re talking money, honey. 

It’s what makes, as they say, the world spin 

And I will rake in the bucks where I can, 

Even when dissing a wannabe poet and editor 

With, I admit, chops of his own. But let’s 

Cut to the bone—rules are to be obeyed 

And hearts too open get flayed, so watch 

What you say. It’s cash in season or out 

That wires the brain to its chemistry 

I’ve trained all my life to master. The flow 

That’s any faster invites blows to rain 

Down on you, so keep it low and we’ll go 
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Places all in good time, not by involuntary rhyme. 

 

--Dec. 2014 

 

 

iv 

 

Alan hello. How the hell do you hallow 

Your hell and stay sane? Japan is like 

A weathervane-- to protest is vain, 

To surrender, a bane. We all know 

It’s been a hard rain a-fallin. A shame, 

Too, that you haven’t got read. Against 

The grain gets you nowhere nowadays, 

Except more pain. You must enjoy it 

Or you wouldn’t do what you do, 

That’s the only explanation we have 

For the puzzle you are. We adore 

The stories, though. Keep ‘em coming. 

 

--Dec. 2014 
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v 

 

Alan playing with marbles 

And letting them fly where they 

Will is dangerous, but what a 

Thrill to see where they’ll go! 

I can’t think of a better poet 

With a nose for the big mysteries! 

I’m a big fan who wishes you well, 

Though the hell you’ve been through, 

I heard, took its toll. It’s the 

Dance of the soul, let’s call it, 

And I’ll two-step with you a while. 

 

 

We know you know they know. 

 

It doesn’t make it any easier, you know! 

 

For every whiff Charlie Brown makes,  
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does he ever get any closer  

to kicking the football? His 

success is like that.  

 

Who does he think he is? 

 

He’s super-poet, that’s who. 

Ready to stretch everyone’s imagination 

To the beyond, and back again. 

 

--Dec. 2014 

 

 

vi 

 

We have found common ground, if 

Only momentarily, in the land 

Of our ‘second life’, the one our wives 

Bless us with every day. It’s a 

Lesson worth learning, as we poets 

Must, who come from afar and 
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Wage our battles to earn a star 

In some distant firmament we 

Dub “future”. Try as we might, 

The bar being set high humbles us 

In the daily rounds, as you pointedly 

Say. What a way, I might add, you 

Have with words. Such skill won’t 

Be long unrecognized, if not belong 

To the ages, sir, were it up to me. 

But much needs to be done.  

And done, I am, for now. 

 

--Dec. 2014 

 

 

vii 

 

…No due diligence without it. 

You couldn’t write a poem 

To change my world, so there! 

Squeezing the ounces out  
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Of him will put me in the saddle. 

Why else waste time and energy 

On the flower stemmed in 

Waters of violence and bloodshed? 

Who cares that he signs up for 

The next passing wave. I’ll have 

What he’s having, is NOT my motto. 

A dim reminder of him in my memory 

Soon. Have a follow-up chat 

And that’s that. The star-lit 

Front-pager stalls the years. 

His rounds on the sly 

Won’t keep him fly. 

The indispensable, the 

Roundness, the white… Hmm, 

Changeling with a will of iron 

Does not a slave make… I’ll see 

His head rearing up to be 

Hammered back down again… Hmm, 

May have other things on his mind. 
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--Nov. 2014 

 

 

viii 

 

The tall white-haired gaijin-san lights 

Up our space with his eyes. I’ll steal a glance 

At him when he looks away. It’s small 

In the distance I am, but I can feel 

When his glancing eyes land on me. A thrill, 

I admit, but he’s married. There’s his wife 

And his son, tall like he is. I wonder where 

He’s from? Who says we Japanese girls 

Can’t have fun on the job? Here where people 

Come to die, or get better, or get born, even, 

There’s no other place I’d rather work. 

 

--Nov. 2014 

 

 

ix 
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Alan flabbergasted I was by you 

And your radio station playing in  

Your head non-stop that we all  

Overheard and learned from, hearing 

It shook our nerves and pelted our 

Sense of self—those waves of 

Electricity sizzling on a hotline 

We couldn’t get enough of yet feared 

To know more about. Where, after 

All, had self disappeared? 

Sayonara-sam-i-am we called you, 

Wetting your pants in a cosmic dance. 

We thought you silly, to be sure,  

Girly even. What did you get in return? 

A cycle’s worth of bad-mouthing 

Trash talk from the likes of me. 

 

 

Achieving what we’re here 

On earth to do, is why we’re here. 
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She deserves a chance, 

A dying chance. 

 

Here the wheel turns 

Where love burns 

And the heart learns 

And unlearns. 

 

 

What the cattle prodders do To earn  

an honest day’s wage Is kill animals  

fast, oh so fast Not to ease their pain  

but to Get them as quickly as they Can  

to market. The market’s The thing. 

 

Victim spared his victimhood And catches  

the next wave. He moves quite loud 

And tears up the dusty Road behind him. 

He’s a free-wheeling poet With the nose  

of a coyote And the guts of a rattlesnake. 

I wouldn’t put the money game Past him,  
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I wouldn’t put the Name game past him,  

the only Game I’d put past him is 

The shame game: he has none. 

 

Terrorized by somnolent others, 

The self woke in a frenzy. It knew 

It was shark bait but swam in 

Those waters anyway, a damnable 

Fate by any stretch of imagination. 

 

She’ll come running, 

Beauty will, into 

Beast’s arms. 

 

OK everybody acting up 

In the world, know your places. 

The prices we’ve paid mustn’t 

Lose their value now. 

The dollar signs we track  

Our journey by are everywhere 

We turn, may it remain that way 
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For now, for the sense it makes 

To us. 

 

He lives in the street with zero 

To his name. He rises and falls 

In everybody’s game. Where 

He’ll go next nobody knows yet. 

 

When it’s dying like that, 

It’s a masterpiece. 

 

Here’s where we depart— 

The balls he has for his art, 

Coin-tossing I want no part of. 

Let the wrists bind some other day! 

 

Hallowed be  

His namelessness. 

 

Parlor on  

For the player. 
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I play to win. 

 

And what do you do if 

The snow-job melts? 

 

Leave the puddle behind. Ha-ha-ha! 

 

The comers are coming. 

All of them. 

 

Nothing so gauche 

As to be unsoc. 

We’ll put the socks 

Back on his feet 

And make nice. 

The ice in my veins, 

However, won’t be  

Going anywhere soon. 

Sunshine won’t make 

Nice with me. 
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--Nov. 2014 

 

 

 

x(the anybody man) 

 

Mr. Botsford has wit and wiles 

Away the time with us, too. 

 

Don’t look up to her 

Down her blouse, 

The sunny wings are waiting. 

 

Lord it is too late 

For great humility. 

 

Her vitality is 

Eloquent in starlight. 

 

Root is the capitol city 

The trees can’t see 
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But can only feel 

In the branches and leaves. 

 

Yet I warm to his voice. 

 

Be artful of thy memory. 

 

There is so much more humility 

To do before the wind shifts 

And the moon pulls down 

The wave onto the shore. 

 

What happened to me 

Was elemental. 

 

The Anybody Man is 

Nobody I want to be. 

 

-- Nov. 2014 
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xi 

 

Alan’s got cojones I won’t deny him that. 

He’s no liar, either. What he’s been denied 

By the egos in town, as he put it, doesn’t 

Seem to bother him too much. The damage 

Is done, he admits, and moves on, staying 

Ever positive and upbeat.My M.O., too. 

Though what the peeps of Tokyo do, poetry- 

Wise, is of interest, he says give them a 

Wide berth, and I will, too. He’s neither 

Small nor mean, but has eyes for what’s 

Wise, the cost to him be damned. I’ll brighten 

Up his horizon if I can, no holds barred. 

The old guard weighs on him, pressing 

Their wants and needs on his gentle soul, 

And now the ‘new guard’ does, too. He 

Won’t bail on me, and for that I’ll be 

Grateful. The low-key genius minces no 

Words, for all he’s worth. I’ll not push 
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Further. My future shines brighter for 

His being there, a Chauncy Gardener tilling 

Japanese soil himself where others fear 

To tread. He faces his dread without being 

Ghosted: what prescient core he must live by, 

And die by, too. No complaints from me. 

I’m gaming nobody but myself, he warns, 

And he’s right. Where knights of yore ride 

Off into the sunset, he dismounts at dawn 

And walks the extra-mile with a smile 

That doesn’t flinch in the face, yes, of ridicule. 

Deep divisions he’s riven by won’t stop him, 

Though. Quixotic? I don’t know. The mad 

Have their own star to navigate by, which 

He’s certainly not sad about. The leader’s 

Rudder is trustworthy to boot. For what? 

A bleeding heart’s journey to hell and back? 

I’ll track him and go the distance if I can, 

This man in Japan. That, for now, is my plan. 

 

…The guy’s got nerve, but can he swerve 
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Away from trouble that’s coming his way? 

We’ll see the days that night gives him 

The knowledge of, and be on alert for the waves 

His particle’s in for. The seashore’s my 

Turf, rough as rocks or smooth as glass. 

Let the banner wave he rides take him 

Homeward. Power-up he won’t insist on. 

Invest he will, skillfully, too, in the moment 

One person at a time, and rhymes with 

His interlocutor, likeable or not. I say 

Heave the shits out the window and keep  

The rest entertained. The comic vision he 

Inquires about is, without a doubt, my 

Lifesaver. When I go overboard, it puts 

Me in sight of shore, a light in a 

Darkened sea I can’t see without. 

Holy Dante must be his anchor, for  

He said as much. The man has a temper, 

I’ve heard, to match his weathered face. 

A solid specimen he is, of the human race. 

Cheesy grin calls no mousy agonto 
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Account, but putting paid a lion’s share 

Of space by a mind warmly capacious and, 

To his credit, cooly cosmic. Where does he get  

His wherewithal, I wonder? And how 

On earth will a roar like his ever 

Get heard, while the nibblers nibble  

Away and the hammerers hammer away  

From beginning to end? 

 

-- Nov. 2014 

 

 

xii 

 

Verily I say, every ever after 

Is an Everest, versing 

With the seasons, returning 

Without fail. 

 

I don’t know what the deal is. 

I don’t know the game. 
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I’m just a player with no name. 

If it’s home we’re going back to, 

If it’s home we’re leaving, 

In the city of the soul 

It’s always Square One 

Where the Self is of common 

Ground with the Other. 

 

I am the Way, said Jesus. 

But what of the Way Taoists follow? 

 

-- Nov. 2014 

 

 

xiii 

 

The dim sum and the yakitori 

The bogus us and the real we 

The hoped for result and the shining process 

I’ve got it covered, Alan, and so do you 

We’ve traveled a great distance to get here 
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It’s what the story’s about—the devil 

In the details. Including God.  

But, as Walt said, let’s not argue the case. 

After all, the data says it much better than we can:  

Crisp air, autumnal leaves, family bonds… 

We’re luckier than most. Lonelier, perhaps, too. 

Don’t be a stranger. Stay in touch. 

Your friend, rival, and fellow editor. 

 

Then he turns 

Away, never looks 

Back, and forgets 

He was even there. 

 

--Nov. 2014 

 

 

xiv 

 

Alan’s sexy, and wants heralding. 

Don’t we all? The dues-paying game 
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We’re in he’s no fan of, but without 

Another game plan, how will he proceed? 

He knows the terms so I’ll reserve 

A spot in his upcoming graces. What else 

Is a newcomer like me to do? Besides, 

It’ll be useful to ride in his motorcade 

Awhile, taking me places perhaps I’d 

Not otherwise go. The share and share 

Alike vibe he’s got going I’ll dance 

Around for now, till I know better 

The steps and where it is leading. 

 

-- Nov. 2014 

 

 

xv 

 

The trail of blood the gaijin 

Leave wherever they go, hardens 

Into the House of Hate that this 

One here must inhabit he calls 
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“School”, schooled in the ways of 

Us Japanese whose days are ancient 

As they are Newtonian. Yes, mastery 

Of nature, if not of English, has taught 

Me a thing or two about the West. Heed 

The caution you would throw to the winds 

Or the House will crumble under the weight 

Of gravity you know little about—history 

By any other name. Who, sir, are you to speak 

Of the future when the past clouds our view 

Of it, like a fog that never lifts. Nippon  

Has its mysteries, to be sure, but he 

From foreign shores can never wade 

Into its waters without tides and cross- 

Currents endangering his every step. 

Remember: the sea you see is not 

The sea we see. Icy cold, too, to the  

Touch for both of us, though we 

Japanese have warmed to you Yanks 

Over the years. Hawaii alohas me 

And my family, but it’s mostly for money, 
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I know. You’ve brought your privilege 

Into my land and expect a glad-hand  

To last a lifetime? Don’t count on it. 

Madder than a hatter are you if you do.  

We sell-outs have a job to do, the point 

Gotten to, keeping us on course, whatever 

Wide-angle lens you may see through.  

The film unrolls for the parts we play— 

Me the doctor, you the patient, though 

Believe me my patience is more than tried 

By my talking to you. Seize the day!, 

You yanks say. But for we Japanese, 

It’s Take it to the bank, or tank! Ha-ha-ha! 

The plank you walk on, on a pirate’s dime, 

Means we’re now out of time. Bye-bye. 

 

-- Oct. 2015 

 

 

xvi 
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But then, you’ve 

Re-paid the debt. 

 

Ego run rampant 

Knows to repent. 

 

Baseball language 

Is artful—as  

In coming home. 

 

-- Oct. 2014 

 

 

 

xvii 

 

Winner’s circle comes up short 

For both of us, but he, resolute,  

Presses on. What shine he once 

Had, shadows now replace. It’s a snail’s 

Pace he’s got against the world’s rot. 
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I see where he’s going, or trying 

To go with this, and won’t diss him. 

Dire straits make pals of us when 

Demons come calling. Or ought to, 

He says, without any irony to his name. 

We paddle our boats forward against 

Strong headwinds, the river-crossing 

From memory to forgetfulness and back 

Again. Why else take Dante into 

One’s boat? Make room for Daddy 

After all, as it should be. Mystery half- 

Solved. He’s rich in spirit, I’ll have 

To say, and won’t make others pay. 

Admirable traits in my book. I look 

Forward to reading his next chapter. 

A decent chap, that poet, a man yet 

With a heartbeat heard round the world. 

 

--Oct. 2014 
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xviii 

 

Botsford has an eye  

For women but he won’t fly  

The coop. He loves and cherishes 

His wife, but oh the strife 

He must have endured at the 

Hands of balling profs. Enough 

I’ve seen of the world to know 

The price he’s paid, and continues 

To pay. I’ll throw him a lifeline 

And play benign. It’s the least 

I can do for this American in Japan 

Who smiles in the bargain. A poet 

Without a name is a waif without 

A home in my book. The world 

Won’t read, let alone open, 

His text of harmony and bliss, 

And can you blame us? Ours 

Is a land riven by war. We 

Who whore for more life 
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Suck dry as dirt the living heart. 

Call us the undead. We have fed 

On the likes of you for our bread. 

It’s nature’s beast of the East, and  

The rest the West will never know! 

 

-- Oct. 2014 

 

 

xix 

 

That the high-minded receive low blows 
Is proverbial ‘so what’ material. My foes  
In Nippon did me in, and it didn’t make  
The news, so why should your woes? Not 
That they aren’t real, mind you—but I’ve 
Heard tell wackier tales from your wild 
Imagination. We gorge on those delights 
But must earn the right to publicly share them. 
To get heard, it’s called, one word at a time 
If we’re lucky. The ‘mine’ stuff plays a 
Major role no matter what line—poetic or 
Otherwise—your heart follows. Waiting 
To break the pattern of action-reaction doesn’t 
Make it any easier, I know, but the time 
It takes for a new rhyme to jell is worth its 
Weight in dross-turned-gold. So hang in 
There, Alan, though you won’t catch me 
Saying so directly. Most things, as Emily 
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Said, are better left unsaid. Being dead helps 
One to get heard, so it is said… We 
Poets, meanwhile, don’t have a pot  
To piss in. In the muse we must trust! 
 

--June 2014 

 

 

xx 

 

My brand is contraband. 

 

I’ll be there for you 

If you’ll be there for me 

To agree not on history 

But on the view 

Going forward, 

Or is it backward, 

Of, in a word, mystery. 

 

* 

 

I exist, therefore I am. 
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But this I is miserable 

 

Is this a flow? 

 

Not a chance.  

(Policeman fires a gun at a man standing inside a hotel entrance. 

 

Dai yo ne! M.says,  

leaving a room and slamming the door behind her. 

 

You have to know the details. 

Just knowing the details 

Makes it funny. 

 

Smashing the idols, before 

Being smashed yourself by 

The idols erected in their place 

Is the stateless grace we find ourselves in, 

Crossing borders at will and at 

Your own risk, the thrill of 
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Staying in one place now gone, 

Replaced by the fluid up and down, 

Side to side motions of those real pistons 

Powering the imaginary engine whose 

Fuels, time and space, you’ve run  

Out of, leaving you in a ditch by 

The side of Walt’s open road waiting for 

The next vehicle to come along 

To tow you to the nextstation 

In your ongoing journey to the stars. 

 

Dearest fugitive whoever-you-are. 

 

Besides, your kind of guy wants 

To get into every girl’s knickers, 

With the kicker being, she’d let you! 

 

* 

 

How’s the guy? 
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Quite natural, naturally. 

 

What’s he out to prove? 

 

That he’s still got his groove 

And is now on the move 

To places—for all the troubles 

He’s seen—that he’s never been. 

 

This I gotta see. 

 

And what happened left him 

devastated, and trying to fill the breach… 

 

Short and sweet, and 

Really wonderful. I 

Read it and wept--while 

Everyone else slept--until 

My heart was full. 

That much he is real. 

From him you could steal 
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Everything, and still 

He’s got it all. 

It’s no fall from grace 

He suffers, only neglect from 

The powers-that-be, except 

For the rubberneckers who strain 

To see what our Westerner looks like  

On his Asian moon, in whose 

Shadowy realm he makes himself 

Home, with the door to a consciousness 

Wide open through which he lets us walk, 

Body and soul, to see  

What it’s like to be  

Heartbreakingly whole. 

 

The mental energy he has 

Staggers the imagination and 

Boggles the mind. Let his 

Body of lies on its eastward 

Journey tell the whole  

Truth his brokenness belies. 
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I have disorder. 

 

I hated that jail time. 

 

Dreams offer new airwaves for channeling real life. 

 

-- Oct. 2014 
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